The following standards are identified by the Rogers Fire Department as company performance standards for all personnel. By submitting a form completion, the company officer is validating all of the requisite knowledge and skills necessary to complete the competency were demonstrated. If the company officer believes that the firefighter needs additional training on a given subject, additional training / knowledge should be administered by the company officer to ensure standards are met or exceeded. It is the company officer’s responsibility to complete these quarterly performance standards by December 31st, 2019.

**Ladders**

- Access a rooftop utilizing an extension ladder and a roof ladder.
- Deploy an attic ladder for access into an attic or simulated attic.

**1410 Evolutions**

- Forward lay from an engine to a hydrant. Deploy Blitzfire or 2 ½” nozzle to simulate a blitz/transitional attack and then deploy a 1 ¾” attack line to finish off simulated fire.

**Fire Suppression**

- Review SOP 512 Flue Fire Response

**Firefighter Safety & Survival**

- NIOSH LODD report review
  - Go to [https://www.cdc.gov/niosh/fire/pdfs/face201607.pdf](https://www.cdc.gov/niosh/fire/pdfs/face201607.pdf)  
  *Volunteer Fire Fighter Dies After Running Out of Air and Becoming Disoriented in Retail Store in Strip Mall Fire—North Carolina*
  - Company members should read report either together or separate and complete the proprofs quiz as a company to discuss findings.
  - Only 1 copy of a completed quiz per company is necessary. Answers will be reviewed by training division. (purpose of test is to generate discussion)

- Air management
  - Starting with a full bottle (4500 psi or greater) members shall don SCBA and work at moderately high pace until triggering low air alarm. Example: Ascending and descending stairs in the drill tower.
  - Once low air alarm sounds member should broadcast a MAYDAY over the training channel. Continue working until reaching 500psi on the gauge.
  - Members should then stop working and attempt to control their breathing to conserve the remaining air supply. Consider timing this portion to see how long the remaining air supply will last.
• **Blacked out hose trace**
  - Members should be in full PPE with blacked out mask and trace hose back to the apparatus.
  - Efforts should be made to twist and “pretzel” a charged attack line, extended attack line, or a combination of a couple lines.

**Core Rescue**

• Review SOP 616 Water and Ice Rescue

**Community Risk Reduction**

• As a company complete a Fast Action Report for a target hazard/commercial building in your first due area.
  - Complete the form and include a field sketch of building with the various hazards, exits, ect. (refer to Inspection and Code Enforcement book for definition of fire department field sketch)
  - Submit a copy of the completed form to the training division. Keep original at station for training purposes.
  - Each shift should do a different building.

*Once members are done with all quarterly standards, the company officer shall utilize the online quarterly standards completion form located at [www.rogersar.gov/tc](http://www.rogersar.gov/tc)*